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Wave Venom
“A Wave kiteboard with an Allrounder inside”

The Venom opens a new trend in kiteboarding. Riding waves with a full twintip configuration and an outline, hull and 
rail designed for riding waves. Combining full freestyle manoeuvres with snappy off the lips and bottom turns is the 
bread&butter of this new model 

size: 143 cm x 42 cm
fi ns: 4 X Flow 5 G-10
technology: Top Sheet /ABS
sidewalls /PU core snowboard tech

The Venom is a new all round board designed to keep the wave 
riders happy with a rounded outline and rail designed for clean 
carving turns, but on a full-on twintip which still delivers pop and 
performance for those flat water freestyle days.

The Venom is CNC shaped with the Rrd trademark torsion box 
designed tips, a 0.5 mm deep single concave hull and specials 
“tilted tips”: a special Venom feature that allows to reduce the 
wetted surface, still mantaining lenght when you need it, going 
through white water or waveriding.
The Venom’s generous 42 cm width allow every level kiteboarder 
to enjoy this skatestyle kiteboard in every conditions, and its 
length is deceptive, since the real hull’s wet surface is just 135 cm.

Constructed in heavy duty top sheet with PU sidewalls to resist 
the biggest hits you can dish out on or off the waves, the core 
thickness of 14 mm gives more floatation compared to classic 
freestyle twintips for riding waves with slightly easier “momentum” 
and passing slower wave sections: really a special Hybrid feature 
of this phenomenal “twintip for waves”!

The Venom is provided with the classic Rrd state of the art 
accessory package: comfortable EVA covered handle, moulded 
EVA/Neoprene asymmetrical foot straps, super comfortable pads 
with arch support design and four indestructible Flow 5 G-10 fins.

Our KPWT Wave World Champion Abel Lago said: “During my 
last Morocco trip, I used the Wave Venom many time with rough sea 
conditions and you can’t imagine how much I enjoyed it!”
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The special “tilted tip” with step,

is a special Venom feature 

that allows to reduce the wetted surface,

still mantaining length when you need it, 

going through white water or waveriding

Thickness of 14 mm 

gives more floatation 

for riding waves with 

slightly easier “momentum” 

and passing slower wave sections

Rrd trademark CNC shaped deck 

with the torsion box designed tips

moulded EVA/Neoprene 

asymmetrical foot straps and  

Ergonomic EVA padIndestructible Flow 5 G-10 fins


